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Session objectives

• What´s the difference between 
feedback and feeding forward?

• Why should I feed forward?

• How can I feed forward?



Watch the 
clip

Imagine you 
had a 60 
minute 
lesson. 

What would 
you do with 

this 
material?



Here’s what I planned……

Teacher tells anecdote about 
living in London-

Student predict other things 
that annoy Londoners Students listen and understand 

the things that annoy the 
speakers

Students brainstorm things 
that annoy them about 

Barcelona in pairs Ss do a pyramid discussion to 
agree on the 5 most annoying 

things in Barcelona  

Communicative aims: talk about things that annoy them

Target language: expressions for annoyance. 
e.g. it drives me mad, it really winds me up, it gets on my nerves





Teacher tells anecdote about 
living in London-

Student predict other things 
that annoy Londoners Students listen and understand 

the things that annoy the 
speakers

Students brainstorm things 
that annoy them about 

Barcelona in pairs



What are Carmen and Montse trying to say?

Joan: The tourists, they 
are driving me mad. I hate 

them… honestly.

Carmen: But they are part 
of the life in Barcelona. 
You can´t …just…avoid 
them…eliminate them.

Karla: I have a similar 
problem than Emma. I have 

some neighbours……that 
they are  very noisy. This is 

my big problem.

Montse: Is terrible, I know. 
Maybe you can 
explain….speak 

the…the…council…. Then 
they can´t continue. They 

must stop the air B n B. This 
is the only way you 

can…..how you say ….. that 
they leave. 



Carmen: But they are part 
of the life in Barcelona. 
You can´t …just…avoid 
them…eliminate them.

Montse: Is terrible, I know. 
Maybe you can 
explain….speak 

the…the…council…. Then 
they can´t continue. They 

must stop the air B n B. This 
is the only way you 

can…..how you say ….. 
that they leave. 

You can´t just get rid of them.

They´re not going to just go away.

It´s the only way to get rid of them.

It´s the only way to make them go away.

What are Carmen and Montse trying to say?



Feedback



What did I do?

new language = old task

new language  =  new task 

change tack -planning on the go

planfulness -----------------------spontaneity spectrum

(Walsh, 2012)

Ss do a pyramid discussion to 
agree on the 5 most annoying 

things in Barcelona  



Feeding forward



Exploit learning opportunity (Crabbe, 2007) 

Exploit affordances ( Van Lier,2000)

Increased encounters (Nation, 2000  )

Need for consolildation (student feedback) 

“I understand the meaning, but I want to use 
myself, no hear the teacher explain a lot” 
(Pablo, Argentina)

“If I don´t use the words, I don´t
remember the words.” (Ellie, Barcelona)



What if it’s at the start?
Or the  middle?

Or right before the break!!??
What if I don’t have 20 minutes?

WAYS TO FEED FORWARD AT ANY POINT IN THE LESSON
AND WITH ANY AMOUNT OF TIME



What is Javi trying to say?

Yesterday I was to.. to go the 
main office….because the 
manager, of the region he must 
to come..…..but he didn’t arrive, 
so I don´t go and I had a free day 
finally. It was a fantastic! 



How could you feed this forward if you had
5, 10, 20 minutes to spare in the lesson?



How can we feed it forward?

• Quick consolidation

Yesterday I was supposed to………..but I didn´t.

This morning I ended up………

At the weekend

• Dynamic option

Find someone who ………….mingle.

3 things in 
common



Focus on pronunciation

1. Sentence dictation

2.  Minimal pair chunk

3.  Pronunciation auction



Something a little more elaborate……



so… you ended up missing your flight?



Familiar sight?



How can you feed it 
forward?





15 mins or more
1) Fluency developing tasks

• Creativeconversations

• 4-3-2 (Nation)

2) Personalisation tasks

• Impromtu find someonewho





15 mins or more

• Surveys- (or 1 of us, 2 of us, 3 of us)

• Taboo mingleswap

• Sentences in a hat

• Answers only!

1) Fluency developing tasks

• Creativeconversations

• 4-3-2 (Nation)

2) Personalisation tasks

• Impromtu find someonewho



Something
you can´t get
over about

London

A pet peeve

Something
you hate

but have to 
put up 
with!



5 mins or more
1) Talk-about-it tasks

• My favourite words/phrases today were…..because

• My least favourite words/phrases today were …..because

• Rank the words in order of…..

2) Memory boosting tasks

• Board erase

• Notebook swap

• Lesson reconstruction



Considerations:

• target language or emergent target language ?

• plan for it (Anderson, 2015)

• balance it



Feeding forward in  the classroom and beyond

• Photo your board-use it to make revision activities.

• Get your ss to use it for- lesson summaries (Ceri Jones) &  
Quizlet tests.

• Develop your feedback ear- record your ss as they perform 
tasks, listen after class. What were they trying to say?

• Plan more space in your lessons to allow time to feed forward-
experiment with under planning. 

• Look at resources like Ken Lackman´s site for material light 
ways to exploit emergent language in real time in class.

TIPS
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Find the slides for the session as well as a printable handout at

https://teacherdevelopmentlab.wordpress.com/

Contact me by email: emmameadeflynn@yahoo.ie

https://teacherdevelopmentlab.wordpress.com/

